Slow Travel

Family Breaks
Perfect escapes in Britain’s special places
Jane Anderson and Holly Tuppen
A whole host of wonderful experiences for all
ages across the UK that focus on the local, the
authentic, the sustainable, the educational and the
great fun. Slow Travel Family Breaks is also a little
black book of the most authentic, interesting and
child-friendly places to stay and eat.
Two seasoned family travellers and travel writers
present their hand-picked selection of places to
go, things to see and activities to do across the
country, from wildlife and star-gazing on The
Scilly Isles, Guernsey and Sark to foraging and wild
swimming in the Cairngorms.
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THE ISLES
OF SCILLY
The go-slow archipelago that feels like you’ve
journeyed halfway around the world.
THE ISLES OF SCILLY

BRYHER

TOP FAMILY EXPERIENCE:
SNORKELLING WITH SEALS

St Martin’s;  scillysealsnorkelling.com; age: 8+ (12+ during pandemic); intrepid level: XX;
booking essential
Anna Browne has been running seal snorkelling
trips for over 20 years and has a degree in
Zoology, is a BSAC Advanced Instructor and a
Marine Mammal Medic with the British Divers
Marine Life Rescue. She explains why everyone
should swim with wild seals.
“Scilly has a nationally important colony of
seals which is part of the reason the islands
are designated a Special Area of Conservation.

For children who love wildlife and are
confident in open water, a seal snorkelling
trip off St Martin’s will be a memorable
experience, allowing them to get up close
to playful Atlantic grey seals (their scientific
name is Halichoerus grypus, translated as
‘hook-nosed sea pig’). These friendly souls
could be older than the children’s parents, as
they live up to 45 years!

“We operate out of half of a rustic gig shed fish and sea urchin. Sometimes peregrine
on the beach, and once we’re all kitted up, we falcons nest there in May and June, so we’ll
jump in the rib and whizz out to the nearby stop and take a look. Very rarely we’ll see
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water is always cold; it’s the Atlantic after “Occasionally we find that parents don’t
all! Seals are wild animals and we can2never
XXXXXXknow their children so well. The adults want
guarantee what level of interaction you’re to go seal snorkelling and the kids don’t, so
going to get, but they are generally very they force their child to jump into cold open
inquisitive. If they are in the mood to play water. The child bursts into tears and they all
they will come up behind you, nibble at your have to get back in the boat and head back.
fin as they use their mouths to feel textures, But most children just love it. They come back
and swim round in the water, often following with eyes the size of saucers. It’s a thrill for
you. Seals are beautiful when you see them anybody to see a wild animal in its natural
basking on the rocks, but when under water, environment. There’s no upper age limit so
you realise how graceful they are. It’s like we sometimes have grandparents out too.
an aqua dance. They are so quick and they “Olympic rower Helen Glover and husband
look at you with these big, big brown eyes. TV wildlife expert Steve Backshall love the
You know you’re looking into the soul of an Scillies and said that snorkelling with seals is
intelligent animal.
their top UK wildlife experience. They recently
“As well as the seals, you get to see the returned with their young son and baby twins
Eastern Isles, loads of kelp, and the occasional for more adventures.”

BEST FOR AGES:
TIME:
KEY ACTIVITIES:
INTREPID LEVEL:

XX–XX (but really multi-generational)
a weekend to a week
wildlife walk, seal snorkelling, star gazing
XX

Every single time my children and I have stepped foot on the Scillies,
we’ve felt its magic envelop us. It’s the feeling you get when you’ve left
the everyday behind and found yourself in a place that forces you to
gaze at the sea and the sky and the way things are done. Typically this
happens overseas, and yet this archipelago is part of Cornwall, just 28
miles off the mainland, but somehow otherly. A UK Neverland which
you can’t quite place in the modern world.
The first time we touched down on the main island of St Mary’s in
our tiny Noddy plane (in reality, the Iles of Scilly Skybus where kids
can actually talk to the pilot and stare in awe at his unfathomable bank
of controls), as far as my two tots were concerned, and possibly into
their early teens, we could easily have landed on a Caribbean isle or a
Maldivian atoll. These five inhabited islands and around 135 uninhabited
isles and craggy outposts have their own microclimate, flora and fauna,
not to mention mood. This is the kind of place where generations of
families return year-on-year, and holidays turn into family folklore.
If you’re coming from London or further afield, by the time you’ve
taken the scenic coastal train to Penzance, overnighted in this delightful
Cornish fishing town with a dip in the UK’s first geothermal heated lido,
and caught the Scillonian III ferry or the plane from Exeter, Newquay
or Land’s End (at the mercy of the sea fogs), and journeyed on to your
chosen island, you might as well have travelled long-haul. These islands
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ISLES OF SCILLY – SNORKELLING AND STARGAZING
GUERNSEY & SARK – COASTEERING AND
HISTORICAL INTRIGUE
ST IVES – ART WORKSHOPS AND GHOST
WALKS
SOUTH HAMS, SOUTH DEVON – SURFING,
KAYAKING AND PADDLEBOARDING
SOMERSET – GLASTONBURY, YEO VALLEY,
BURTON & FROME
BRISTOL – FAMILY FESTIVALS AND ECOHOLIDAYS
NEW FOREST – FOREST BATHING, BOATING
ADVENTURES AND WILDLIFE WALKS
ISLE OF WIGHT – ISLAND ADVENTURES,
CONSERVATION PROJECTS
EAST SUSSEX – BEACHES AND KID-FRIENDLY
HISTORY
SOUTH LONDON – LESS-VISITED MUSEUMS
AND WOODLAND CAMPING
KENT – LEEDS CASTLE, MARGATE AND THE
NEW WATERFRONTS
SUFFOLK – THEATRE, BAKING AND
BIRDWATCHING
THE WASH – WINDMILLS AND THE
LINCOLNSHIRE COAST
BRECON BEACONS – HILL WALKING, DARK
SKIES AND MOUNTAIN BIKING
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LLYN PENINSULA, N WALES – DESERTED
BEACHES AND ANCIENT CHURCHES
PEMBROKESHIRE – WALES COASTAL PATH
OXFORD – A LITERARY TOUR FOR
YOUNGER READERS/WALKERS
HEREFORDSHIRE – POTTERY
PEAK DISTRICT – ELECTRIC BIKES ALONG
A DISUSED RAILWAY LINE
THE NATIONAL FOREST, MIDLANDS –
GLAMPING, REWILDING
LIVERPOOL & MERSEYSIDE – HANDS-ON
HERITAGE
LAKE DISTRICT – SWALLOWS & AMAZONS,
GRIZEDALE SCULPTURE PARK
NORTH YORKSHIRE – DRACULA, VIKINGS
AND FOSSIL HUNTING
NORTHUMBERLAND COAST – SEABIRD
SAFARI
DUMFRIES & GALLOWAY – COASTAL PATH,
BOTANICAL GARDENS
EDINBURGH – FILM FESTIVAL, THE ROYAL
YACHT, AND MORE GHOSTS!
CAIRNGORMS – DEN-BUILDING,
TREASURE HUNTS AND FORAGING
ISLE OF LEWIS – EAGLES, DOLPHINS AND
BASKING SHARKS
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